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Abstract—This paper introduces a new open source
knowledge-based
environment
for
automatic
image
interpretation, called InterImage. The architecture, main
features as well as an overview of the interpretation strategy
implemented in the InterImage platform is presented. The
paper also reports an experiment in which an application built
and tested upon a commercial software (eCognition) is
translated into InterImage. No change was introduced in the
original knowledge model itself. Only the knowledge
formulation has been changed in order to comply with
InterImage’s knowledge representation structures. The results
showed practically identical classifications obtained with both
platforms.
Index Terms— Image interpretation, image classification,
knowledge-based methods, open source.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

emote sensing technology delivers the most important
subsidies for the identification and monitoring of land
cover change and natural or man-made disasters on the
surface of the Earth, effectively supporting prevention,
monitoring and control plans and actions related to the oil
industry operational activities [1].
Presently, however, the lack of efficient automatic image
interpretation tools makes it difficult to achieve the goals of
many land cover and disaster monitoring and control
applications. The large amount of time spent from the
acquisition of an image until its classification results in
insufficient time to support critical decisions regarding
preventive and emergency initiatives in oil spills [2] and in
the cases of illegal urban occupation of buffer zones along
gas and oil pipelines.
Currently most remote sensing data analysis techniques
require intense human intervention. The commercially
available softwares for image interpretation usually deliver
incomplete and fragmented results, which require careful
scrutiny by a human specialist for the identification and
rectification of the inconsistencies produced by the
conventional image analysis algorithms [3]. There is,
consequently, a strong demand for the development of
robust techniques for automatic information extraction and
interpretation of remote sensing data [4]–[5].

A rather successful approach for automatic image
interpretation is based on the explicit modeling, on a high
level computational environment, of the human interpreter’s
knowledge concerning the interpretation problem [3]-[6][7]-[8]-[9]-[10]-[11]. In this approach human expert’s
knowledge is organized in a knowledge base [12], to be used
as an input of automated interpretation processes, enhancing
the productivity and accuracy and reducing the subjectivity
of the interpretation process.
In this paper we present the architecture and features of a
knowledge-based image interpretation system called
InterImage, an open source software development initiative,
leaded by the Computer Vision Lab of the Electrical
Engineering Department, at the Catholic University of Rio
de Janeiro (PUC-Rio) and by the Brazilian National Space
Research Institute (INPE).
We also present the results of an actual image
interpretation experiment, the land cover classification of an
area of the city of São José dos Campos. This interpretation
application was based on the work presented in [13],
implemented in the software eCognition [11]. The specific
knowledge model designed in that research was translated
into the knowledge structures of InterImage, and the
interpretation executed over a subset of the same input data.
A comparison of the results of the interpretation with both
softwares was then performed, showing almost identical
results.
In the remainder of this paper we describe the basic
characteristics of the InterImage (Section 2) and the
interpretation strategy implemented by the system (Section
3). In Section 4 the land cover classification interpretation
experiment is described, and in Section 5 the results of the
experiment are presented. Finally, some conclusions and
directions for future work are stated in Section 6.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
InterImage is based on the software GeoAIDA [3],
developed at the TNT Institute of the Leibniz Hannover
University, Germany, and it inherited from that system the
basic functional design, knowledge structures and control
mechanisms. As a work in progress, a new graphical user
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interface, knowledge extraction functionality and image
processing operators are planned to be included in
InterImage in the near future.
In short, InterImage implements a specific image
interpretation strategy. A strategy based and guided by a
hierarchical description of the interpretation problem,
structured in a semantic network.
The basis for interpretation of digital image data are
outputs of image processing operators. In this context, an
image processing operator is any operator that generates a
labeled result image of a given image. Such image
processing operators are denoted here as ‘classifying
operators’. They can fulfill threshold operations, texturebased or model-based methods and build the basis for the
interpretation of a scene.
In most of the systems that use semantic networks for
knowledge representation, only the leaf nodes of the
network can be associated to image processing operators.
The following grouping of the objects often produces a very
high combinational diversity, because all objects extracted
from the image have to be taken into account at the same
time.
In InterImage, holistic operators [7] can be used to reduce
the combinational diversity problem. Holistic operators aim
at identifying specific types of objects independently of the
identification of their structural components. They can be
connected to any node of the semantic network, and their
basic task is to divide a region into sub-regions, reducing
the need of processing alternative interpretations. The
structural interpretation of the sub-regions that follows can
verify or disprove the holistic results.
Moreover, InterImage permits the integration of any of
such classifying operators in the interpretation process. The
problem that different operators can generate different
information for the same region in the image is solved by
the use of additional knowledge regarding the judgment of
the competing interpretations. Furthermore, as different
operators can process different types of data, the system
permits the integrated analysis of image and GIS data from
multiple sources.

III. INTERPRETATION STRATEGY
In InterImage explicit knowledge about the objects
expected to be found in a scene is structured in a semantic
network, defined by the user through the system’s graphic
user interface (GUI).
A semantic network, such as the one in Figure 1, contains
nodes and edges, whereat nodes represent concepts and
edges represent the relations between the concepts. In each
concept node, information necessary for the analysis, such
as the image processing operator specialized in the search of
occurrences of the concept, is defined. During the analysis,
guided by the semantic network, the system controls the
execution of the operators and generates a network of
instances, each instance defining a geographic region
associated to a specific concept.
Interpretation of remote sensing data means to transform
input data into a structural and pictorial description that
represents the result of the analysis. In InterImage, the result

of the interpretation contains a structural description of the
result (an instance network) and thematic maps. The final
and all intermediate results, in terms of region descriptions,
are stored in XML format, and can be used for further
external examinations.

Figure 1 – Semantic network.
The analysis process performed by InterImage has two
steps: a bottom-up step and a top-down step. The top-down
step is model driven and generates a network of hypothesis
based on the semantic network. The grouping of hypothesis
and their verification or falsification is a task of the data
driven bottom-up analysis. The final instance network
results from the bottom-up analysis.
In each node of the network the user defines the
information necessary for the execution of each processing
step, that is, the image processing (classifying) operator and
respective parameters to be used in the top-down step (topdown operator), and the decision rules to be used in the
bottom-up step.
The top-down operators have the task of creating concept
hypotheses, defining regions on the image associated to the
concepts of the semantic network. This task is performed
recursively from the upper to the lower nodes. For this
purpose any (external) classifying operator can be used in
the analysis process. The regions hypotheses can be defined
by means of consistency measurements. If the
contemplation of texture, for instance, allows only a few
possible hypotheses for a particular region, no further
investigation of other concept hypotheses is performed for
that region.
When the top-down-analysis reaches the leaf nodes, the
analysis turns from model driven interpretation to data
driven interpretation (bottom-up). The decision rules for the
bottom-up step are defined in a particular stack based
language that provides functions for deciding between spatially concurrent hypotheses generated in the top-down step.
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IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The experiment implemented in this work was designed
to evaluate the performance of InterImage in a specific
interpretation application, already implemented with another
knowledge-based system, in this case, the system
eCognition, distributed commercially by the company
Definiens AG, which is virtually the only knowledge-based
image interpretation system available. In doing so, we also
wanted to investigate the possibility of transporting to
InterImage a knowledge model implemented with the aid of
eCognition.
The selected application was the one described at [13],
which produced an automatic land cover classification of an
area of the city of São José dos Campos. The specific
knowledge model designed for the application, described in
terms of the knowledge structures defined in the eCognition
system, was translated into the knowledge structures of
InterImage. The same set of input data (a Quickbird image
and GIS vector data with street limits) was used. In this
experiment, however, only a 129,600 m2 subset of the
original Quickbird scene was interpreted.
As the focus of the experiment was on the translation of
the eCognition knowledge model to InterImage, we decided
to purge eventual differences in the initial region hypothesis
and in the measurements of those regions from the analysis.
That was done by using the same segments generated by the
eCognition segmentation algorithm (for the first
segmentation level of that particular application), and also
same feature values for the segments. A special top-down
operator was implemented for that purpose. The operator
imports the segmentation (image objects) and respective
feature values exported by eCognition.
Also implemented for the application was a function that
calculates fuzzy membership values, to be used in the
decision rules of the bottom-up interpretation step. Figure 1
shows the semantic network defined in InterImage. It should
be noted that the network designed in InterImage is very
similar to the Class Hierarchy defined in the eCognition
project, the marginal differences are due to particularities of
the different interpretation strategies of the two systems.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the interpretation results in terms of a
thematic map depicting the final classification performed
with InterImage.
Table I shows the confusion matrix between the two
classifications. The rows of the matrix show the
classification results obtained with InterImage and the
columns show the results obtained by eCognition.
The global result in terms of the overall coincidence in
the two classifications is 96.2%. The small difference in the
classification can be explained by a precision problem,
related to the fuzzy sets defined in the eCognition
knowledge model. As there is no way to extract the precise
formulation of the fuzzy sets, defined graphically by the
user through eCognition’s GUI, the shape of the fuzzy sets
in InterImage was an approximation of the original ones.

Figure 2 – Classification results.
That conclusion is supported by the fact that the
confusion occurred basically between classes that have
similar characteristics, such as Asphalt and Dark Concrete,
and Ceramic Tile and Exposed Soil.

VI. CONCLUSION
This work introduced InterImage, a new knowledgebased image interpretation platform being developed in
accordance to the open source philosophy. The paper also
reported an experiment version in which an interpretation
model built in eCognition was translated into the current
InterImage version. The classification results achieved by
both software platforms were very similar.
In terms of interpretation strategy InterImage has a more
flexible architecture than eCognition. The combination of a
model-driven followed by a data-driven analysis, as
performed by InterImage, has the potential of an improved
computational efficiency in comparison to eCognition that
follows a pure data-driven strategy. Thus InterImage offers
knowledge modelling features not available in eCognition.
The experiment described in this paper provides evidence
that most interpretation models built on eCognition may be
transposed to InterImage, which can be applied for the
monitoring and identification of informal settlements built
in security areas along gas and oil pipelines as well as for
the discrimination among man-made oil spills, algae, and
exudations [14].
It is worth mentioning that in the particular application
of this paper, time was mostly spent in reformulating the
fuzzy rules in the InterImage environment. As the
InterImage project evolves, the task of translating the
eCognition models into InterImage will certainly become
much easier.
Further development of InterImage has been already
planned. Implementation of multi-temporal capabilities,
automatic knowledge extraction functions as well as built-in
image processing operators are some of the developments
envisaged for the near future.
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Asphalt

380

Metallic Cover

Total

Grass

Trees

Ceramic Tile

Shadow

Bare Soil

Swimming Pool

1

381

109

Light Concrete
Asbestos
Medium Concrete
Asbestos
Dark Concrete

Dark Concrete

eCognition

Medium Concrete
Asbestos

Asphalt

Metallic Cover

InterImage

Light Concrete
Asbestos

Table I – Confusion matrix.

109
65

65
632

49

11

4

647

446

Swimming Pool

495
2

Bare Soil

2
99

Shadow

21

120

450

Ceramic Tile

4

93

450
1090

1187

Trees

1130

Grass

4

323

327

1134

323

4913

Total

429

109

65

636

447

2

203

450

1115

1130
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